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Abstract

Guiding principles for selecting the best crowdsourcing methodology for a given
information gathering task remain insufficient. This paper contributes additional
experimental evidence and analysis to this problem. Our work focuses on a sub-
set of crowdsourcing problems we term expert tasks—tasks that require specific
domain knowledge. We experiment with crowdsourcing a knowledge base (KB)
of scientists and their institutions using two methods: the first recruits experts
who are likely to already know the necessary domain knowledge (using Google
Adwords); the second employs non-experts who are incentivized to look up the
information (using Amazon Mechanical Turk). We find that responses received
through Mechanical Turk are more accurate than those received through Adwords.
We analyze this result in terms of the difficulty of recruiting experts for our task
and the willingness of Mechanical Turk workers to search the web for information.
Our work highlights important considerations for crowdsourcing tasks requiring
various types of expertise.

1 Introduction

Crowdsourcing is a method for completing arbitrary tasks by soliciting contributions from a group
of human workers. Although workers can be underqualified, practitioners have used redundancy and
intelligent recruitment strategies to successfully crowdsource data labeling, collection and mainte-
nance [15]. Indeed, resources such as Wikipedia, Freebase, Duolingo (a language learning tool) and
Galaxy Zoo (a citizen science project) have all been built by crowdsourcing.

Paid workers are often recruited for crowdsourcing tasks through micro-task markets such as Ama-
zon Mechanical Turk (AMT). A requester using AMT offers a small monetary reward (e.g. $0.05)
to any worker who completes his or her tasks. To be eligible for a task, an AMT worker must satisfy
a set of minimum requirements defined by the task’s requester (e.g. number of tasks previously com-
pleted, percentage of tasks approved, etc.). Tasks crowdsourced via AMT are diverse and include
image labeling, data collection and word sense disambiguation [12, 13].

Recently, Ipeirotis and Gabrilovich [4] have presented a new method for unpaid worker recruitment
that uses Google Adwords (GA)—an online advertising platform. A requester crowdsourcing with
GA creates a set of keywords (and phrases), a daily budget, and a set of advertisements that link to
his or her task. When a user issues a web search using one of the specified keywords, the requester’s
ads bid (against other ads) for the chance to be shown. GA can also place ads on display network
websites whose contents are similar to that of the ads. GA learns the keywords and websites that
generate the most clicks and optimizes the bidding strategy appropriately.

Crowdsourcing with GA has been shown to have multiple advantages [4]. Unlike AMT, GA recruits
workers from (potentially) the entire internet. Requesters pay GA instead of the workers and thus
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For AMT, we require our workers to have completed more than 5000 HITs (i.e. tasks) with at least
a 98% approval rating. Each question in our set must be answered by 5 distinct users. As in our GA
tasks, each question has 4 potential answers including a free text option. However, for AMT we do
not include an option to submit “I don’t know.” We offer a $0.05 reward for each answer submitted.
For most of our tasks, we are able to collect the majority of the data in the task’s first 24 hours.

3 Experiments

We find that GA is not an effective recruitment tool for our task. Although we receive a large
number of answers, users submit “I don’t know” 46.39% of the time, and only 5.94% of the other
submissions are correct. Our hand-tuned keyword lists generate the most clicks and our entity ads
(Figure 1a) tend to generate more correct answers than the KB-centric ads (Table 1).

Keywords Ad Clicks Responses IDK Correct
Hand-tuned Entity 672 365 187 (51.23%) 31 (17.42%)
Hand-tuned KB 455 222 114 (51.35%) 7 (6.48%)

Phrases Entity 107 53 21 (39.62%) 3 (9.375%)
Phrases KB 84 66 6 (9.09%) 1 (1.67%)

Coauthors Entity 12 0 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)
Coauthors KB 2 1 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%)

Total — 1332 707 328 (46.39%) 42 (5.94%)

Table 1: Answers collected over a one week period using Google Adwords. Percent correct calcu-
lation does not include “I don’t know” (IDK) answers.

We compare the efficacy of AMT and GA as crowd recruitment platforms for the task described
above. The outcome of this experiment is summarized in Table 2. Unlike the previous work [4], GA
performs worse than AMT in all cases except the Yann LeCun quiz where dramatically fewer users
answer more than the first question.

GA AMT
Quiz Correct Free Text (%) Avg time (s) Correct Free Text (%) Avg time (s)

LeCun 45.1% 1.36% 14.00s 37.98% 94.23% 378.84s
Blei 7.02% 0.00% 11.84s 59.29% 87.86% 64.76s

Smith 5.53% 4.37% 7.12s 71.81% 79.19% 82.18s

Table 2: Properties of submitted responses. On the Blei and Smith quizzes, AMT workers out-
perform GA workers by 8.5x and 13x respectively. GA workers submit relatively few answers for
the LeCun quiz partially accounting for the high correctness. Average time is measured on a per-
question basis.

Even though AMT workers are presented with multiple choice answers, 88% of responses are sub-
mitted in free text. AMT workers also take more time to complete each question than workers
recruited through GA.

4 Discussion

Our experiments with GA highlight the importance of effective user targeting. The answers col-
lected through AMT reveal properties of AMT workers that will be useful for practitioners deciding
whether or not the platform is appropriate for their task.

4.1 Error Analysis for Google Adwords

Why does GA perform so poorly in our experiment when it has been shown to recruit expert users in
previous work? We observe that three of the top websites (in terms of clicks) on which GA chooses
to display our ads are answers.com (a question answering forum), tutorialspoint.com (a
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website that teaches basic programming skills) and obitko.com (a website that offers AI tutori-
als). None of these websites are heavily trafficked by users with tremendous knowledge of computer
scientists and their affiliations. This is different from the previous work in which GA advertises med-
ical quizzes on websites that are frequented by medical experts like HealthLine and Mayo Clinic [4].
Are there insufficient websites attracting relevant CS experts or does GA simply fail to find them?
Do those websites not participate in GA? It is difficult to answer such questions. This opacity is a
disadvantage of the GA approach.

Another reason for GA’s inefficacy is that the number of knowledgeable users for this task is ex-
tremely small. Some of our questions ask for the affiliations of graduate students and other obscure
scientists. Knowledge of the affiliations for these people is limited to a small set of colleagues. Even
if they were targetable, this small group of users may be uninterested in our advertisements.

From these results we conclude that the utility of GA for crowdsourcing hinges on the size of the set
of ideal users, the difficulty of targeting them with advertisements and their willingness to click on
ads. A tool for evaluating these properties could help make crowdsourcing with GA more effective.

4.2 Lessons from Amazon Mechanical Turk

For our task, AMT is a more effective platform than GA, yet AMT workers still make a significant
number of errors. Contrary to common models of AMT workers, we find that worker errors are
correlated [10]. For example, in a question about the scientist “John William Paisley” (who works at
Columbia), 3 out of 5 AMT workers submitted the same incorrect affiliation: “University of Trier.”
This affiliation is included in the first result returned by a web search for “John William Paisley” (the
first result links to John Paisley’s DBLP page which is maintained by researchers at the University
of Trier). From this observation we present two important conclusions: first, an assumption that
AMT workers are independent is often incorrect, and second, AMT workers are willing to search
the web to solve certain tasks. Thus, tasks which can be solved by web search are good candidates
for crowdsourcing via AMT. Our hypothesis that AMT workers perform web search to solve our
tasks is consistent with their lengthy average time per question (Table 2).

With these observations in mind, we repeat the previous experiment with minor variations: we use
the same questions but provide a free text option only (i.e. no multiple choice options). Additionally,
in the task instructions we note that each researcher is likely a computer scientist and provide an
example web query that a user could issue to find the researcher’s affiliation. Specifically, we always
provide a query built from the researcher’s name followed by the phrase “computer science.” These
minor variations increase overall submission accuracy by 3% (and 10% for the LeCun quiz).

5 Related Work

Previous work has demonstrated the efficacy of GA as a crowd recruitment tool for gamified fact
verification [4]. In this work GA outperforms AMT in terms of cost and accuracy. Other work with
GA focuses on matching queries to ads [8, 3] and keyword selection [11, 1].

The crowdsourcing of expert tasks is also an active area of research. In one experiment researchers
train AMT workers to complete citizen engineering tasks and show that aggregated AMT workers
and domain experts are similarly accurate [14]. Another proposed approach divides a difficult task
into micro-tasks and then combines the responses [5, 6]. In addition to expert recruitment, some
research focuses on using badge systems to incentivize experts to make many contributions after
they have been recruited [2].

6 Conclusion

Our results highlight the importance of identifying the properties of crowd recruitment platforms
(e.g. workers on AMT will search the web for answers). A better understanding of these properties
will help practitioners address a fundamental crowdsourcing question: given a task, how can it be
crowdsourced most efficiently? Our work also raises new directions for research including building
classifiers to predict the success of a task on a crowdsourcing platform, designing tools to measure
important properties of crowdsourcing tasks and reasoning about the ideal workers for a given task.
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